Active Far-Field Control of the Thermal Near-Field via Plasmon Hybridization.
The ability to control and manipulate temperature at nanoscale dimensions has the potential to impact applications including heat-assisted magnetic recording, photothermal therapies, and temperature-driven reactivity. One challenge with controlling temperature at nanometer dimensions is the need to mitigate heat diffusion, such that the temperature only changes in well-defined nanoscopic regions of the sample. Here we demonstrate the ability to use far-field laser excitation to actively shape the thermal near-field in individual gold nanorod heterodimers by resonantly pumping either the in-phase or out-of-phase hybridized dipole plasmon modes. Using single-particle photothermal heterodyne imaging, we demonstrate localization bias in the photothermal intensity due to preferential heating of one of the nanorods within the pair. Theoretical modeling and numerical simulation make explicit how the resulting photothermal images encode wavelength-dependent temperature biases between each nanorod within a heterodimer, demonstrating the ability to actively manage the thermal near-field by simply tuning the color of incident light.